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Immortal Angel
Buckle up—the argeneaus are back in a sexy, witty
new novel from New York times bestselling author
Lynsay Sands Dante Notte has heard it said that love
hurts. He just wasn’t expecting it to run him over in
an RV. Still, a punctured lung and broken ribs are
nothing compared to the full-body shock he feels
whenever he’s near the vehicle’s driver, Mary
Winslow. He needs to keep her safe from their
pursuers while he rescues his brother. Most
challenging of all, he needs to claim this smart,
stubborn woman as his life mate. The naked, injured,
insanely gorgeous younger man who clambered into
her RV insists they belong together. If Mary wasn’t
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feeling their incredible connection in every inch of her
being, she wouldn’t believe it. But now that the men
who took Dante’s twin are after her too, trusting her
gut means risking her life for an immortal who’s the
very definition of a perfect stranger.

The Bite Before Christmas
FATE GAVE HER FANGS Ever since an accident turned
her into a knockout vamp, Elvi Black's been catching
her z's in a coffin, staying out of the sun, and giving
up garlic. She knows there's more to being undead
than what she saw in Dracula, but she can't very well
ask her mortal friends about proper biting etiquette.
But when her neighbors placed a personal ad for her
in the local paper, she never imagined she'd meet
Victor Argeneau, a vampire who could have his pick of
women - dead or alive. HE'LL SHOW HER HOW TO USE
THEM Rich, powerful, and drop-dead gorgeous,
Victor's the perfect man for a novice neck-biter like
Elvi. He's willing to teach her everything he knows,
but he'll have to do it fast. Someone's out to put a
stake through her new vamp life, and only Victor can
keep her safe - and satisfied - for all eternity.

Runaway Vampire
Even vampires need a vacation. But Decker
Argeneau's ends abruptly when he's asked to help
hunt the group of rogue vampires targeting mortals -one that might include a defector in his own family.
Before he can worry about that, though, he's got to
rescue the latest victim. It's all part of the job,
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including taking a bullet for a beautiful doctor. Dr.
Danielle McGill doesn't know if she can trust the man
who just saved her life. There are too many questions,
such as what is the secret organization he says he's
part of, and why do his wounds hardly bleed?
However, with her sister in the hands of some
dangerous men, she doesn't have much choice but to
trust him. Except now Decker's talking about life
mates and awakening a passion that's taking Dani
beyond anything she's ever known. Being undead
may not be half-badespecially if it means spending
forever with a man who would love her with his mind,
body, and immortal soul.

Devil of the Highlands
After seven hundred years of life, Marguerite
Argeneau finally has a career. Well, the start of one,
anyway. She's training to be a private investigator,
and her first assignment is to find an immortal's
mother. It seemed simple enough, until Marguerite
wakes up one evening to find herself at the wrong
end of a sword. Now she realizes she's in way over
her head. Julius Notte wants to protect Marguerite,
and not because someone just tried to take her head
off. She doesn't know it yet, but she's his lifemate and
he's determined to woo her. It's been over five
hundred years since he last courted a woman, but
surely the techniques haven't changed. Now if only he
can keep her alive—so to speak—so they can have
that happily-ever-after.

Tall, Dark & Hungry
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Valoree no longer has to masquerade as her
murdered brother and scourge the oceans as Captain
Red. She no longer has to command his pirate band in
a quest to regain his birthright. She has been named
heir to Ainsley Castle. But no executor would ever
hand over the estate to an unmarried pirate wench
and her infamous crew—no matter to whom she’d
been born. And the will distinctly states that in order
to inherit, Valoree must be married to a nobleman . . .
and pregnant. Upon learning that, the virgin captain is
ready to return to the seas—but her crew has other
ideas— and for those rascally cusses she would do
anything. If they could find a way to put on her a
sweet face that would fool the ton, she would handle
the rest, even with a drunken prostitute as an “aunt”
and her merry cutthroat crew as “servants.” But to
herself she swears one thing: she will only marry a
man who fires her blood, a man who is not afraid of a
. . . Lady Pirate “LYNSAY SANDS has just the right
touch of humor and the perfect amount of mystery to
hold you in her grasp . . . . LADY PIRATE is a delicious
treat.” - RT BOOKreviews

Falling for the Highlander
“You can’t help but fall in love with Lynsay Sands!”
—Christina Dodd A most-willing beauty wants to be
The Perfect Wife—with everything that entails—to her
brave and handsome new groom, but an outrageous
series of mishaps seems to get in their way. Fear not,
though, for true love will always prevail in New York
Times and USA Today bestseller Lynsay Sands’s
wicked historical romance romps. Carrying her
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readers back to Medieval England—centuries before
the contemporary romantic affairs of her popular
Argeneau vampire family—Lynsay Sands will enchant
fans of Julia Quinn and Sabrina Jeffries with this
classic tale rich in humor and passion.

Hunting for a Highlander
New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands
returns to the Highlands of Scotland in her hottest
new historical romance yet! Highlander Campbell
Sinclair is no stranger to battle, so when he sees a lad
attacked by bandits, he jumps into the fray. He didn't
count on being stabbed. Grateful to the boy for
nursing him back to health, Cam offers to accompany
Jo safely to his destination. But when he accidentally
comes across the lad bathing in the river, Cam
discovers that Jo is actually Joan . . . with the most
sinful of curves. Joan promised her mother that she
would deliver a scroll to the clan MacKay. But
traveling alone is dangerous, even disguised as a boy.
When a Scottish warrior lends his aid, she is more
than relieved . . . until he surprises her with lingering
kisses and caresses that prove her disguise hasn't
fooled him. As their passion ignites, will the secrets of
the scroll force a wedding . . . and lead to a love she's
never known?

The Highlander's Promise
Samantha Willan is a workaholic lawyer. She's
grateful for some rest and relaxation in cottage
country, and after a recent breakup she wants to stay
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as far away from romance as possible. Then she
meets her irresistible new neighbor. There's
something strange and mysterious about his eyes. Is
it just her imagination, or are they locked on her
neck? Garrett Mortimer is a rogue hunter. His last
assignment united Lucian Argeneau with his lifemate,
and Mortimer is hoping this one will be less . . .
adventurous. He's here to track down a reported
rogue, but fun in the sun is every bloodsucker's
nightmare. Worse, he can't seem to get his mind off
Samantha, especially when he spies her skinnydipping in the lake. After eight hundred years as a
bachelor, is he ready to turn a volatile attraction into
a lasting love affair?

Vampire, Interrupted
When they first met Lord Jeremy William Radcliffe,
Charlie and her twin sister, Elizabeth were escaping
from their uncle-taking turns acting the young
gentleman to avoid detection. But Charlie couldn’t
help falling head over heels-and out of a window-for
the handsome lord. Of course, that was only the
beginning; Lord Radcliffe insisted on showing “him”
and her lovely sister to London. But how could he do
that? With every touch, Radcliffe seemed unknowingly
to incite indecent desires in Charlie, and his fraternal
intent was certain to land her in a fine mess. Though
it was a great game to play a boy, there was more fun
in being female. And after one brush of his fiery lips
when her guise was gone, Charlie swore to be nothing
but his fiery woman forevermore.
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The Jackal
Two Scottish cousins--bound by far more than blood
ties and the rugged Highlands their clan calls
home--must break an ancient curse by marrying
outsiders. But, a battle soon erupts as the future of
the cursed clan hangs in the balance.

Love is Blind
Roundhouse Publishing editor Kate C. Leever's first
letter to her new author was meant to impress upon
him the growing demand for vampire romances. And
even though he'd expressed little-to-no desire for any
publicity, book tours, or similar, it was clear this was
an author just waiting to be broken out - despite
himself, if necessary. When she suggested attending
a romance convention his response - unusually quick
to arrive - was succinct: 'No.' But Kate was adamant:
Mr Lucern Argeneau was going to attend a romance
convention and meet his fans. By hook or by crook,
despite his reclusive nature and odd sleep patterns,
the surly yet handsome author would attend. And she
was sure that, once there, he would reveal himself to
be a true charmer. Of course, that was before she
realised that his 'romances' were more like
biographies, and it's literally her neck on the line
SINGLE WHITE VAMPIRE is a hilarious romantic
comedy where a vampire finds his habits of a lifetime
overturned and an unlikely romance blooms.

An English Bride in Scotland
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“You can’t help but fall in love with Lynsay Sands!”
—Christina Dodd New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Lynsay Sands trades in highland
kilts for lush ballrooms and high-waisted gowns in The
Countess, the first in a brand new, sexy, laugh-outloud funny Regency romance series. Fans of Julie
Garwood, Jill Barnett, and Teresa Medeiros will adore
The Countess, and sympathize with her hilarious
attempts to cover up the untimely demise of her
despicable husband, even as the late earl’s twin
brother sets her heart aflutter. The much adored
creator of the popular Argeneau vampire family
paranormal romance novels, the incomparable Lynsay
is equally adept at historical romance—as this
wonderful Regency romp so emphatically
demonstrates!

Lady Pirate
Just in time for Valentine’s Day, there’s Bitten by
Cupid, a trio of sinfully hot novellas from three true
masters of paranormal romance. These are
contemporary love stories with a bite—as Lynsay
Sands, New York Times bestselling author of The
Renegade Hunter and the popular Argeneau vampire
series, joins exciting up-and-comers Pamela Palmer
and Jamie Rush to explore the passions of sexy shapeshifters, genetically enhanced humans, and (of
course) the undead. Fans of Heroes, The X-Files,
Fringe, and Torchwood will surely catch the love bug
once they are Bitten by Cupid.

Love Bites
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“You can’t help but fall in love with Lynsay Sands!”
—Christina Dodd Whether she’s enthralling readers
with the exploits of her Argeneau vampire family,
transporting fans to the Scottish Highlands, or
enchanting them with love affairs of the noble lords
and ladies of the Regency ton, New York Times and
USA Today bestseller Lynsay Sands knows how to pen
a winner! The Heiress—the second book in the very
sexy, very funny Regency romance series she began
with The Countess—is further proof of Sands’s
historical romance mastery. The winning tale of an
alluring beauty desperately seeking a poor husband,
The Heiress is exactly the kind of sharp and witty read
that fans of Julie Garwood and Teresa Medeiros—not
to mention Lynsay’s own army of aficionados—are
looking for.

Single White Vampire
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Sinner brings another hot adventure of true love and
ultimate sacrifice in the Black Dagger Brotherhood
world. The location of the glymera’s notorious prison
camp was lost after the raids. When a freak accident
provides Nyx clues to where her sister may still be
doing time, she becomes determined to find the
secret subterranean labyrinth. Embarking on a
journey under the earth, she learns a terrible
truth—and meets a male who changes everything
forever. The Jackal has been in the camp for so long
he cannot recall anything of the freedom he once
knew. Trapped by circumstances out of his control, he
helps Nyx because he cannot help himself. After she
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discovers what happened to her sister, getting her
back out becomes a deadly mission for them both.
United by a passion they can’t deny, they work
together on an escape plan for Nyx—even though
their destiny is to be forever apart. And as the Black
Dagger Brotherhood is called upon for help, and
Rhage discovers he has a half-brother who’s falsely
imprisoned, a devious warden plots the deaths of
them all…even the Brothers.

The Key
Four Buchanan brothers have found their brides…only
three more to go in this scintillating romance from
New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands…
Lady Dwyn Innes feels utterly out of place among the
eligible women who’ve descended on Buchanan Keep,
vying for the attention of the last unmarried brothers.
She isn’t long-legged and slender like her sisters, or
flirtatious and wily like other lasses. Since her
betrothed died, Dwyn has resigned herself to
becoming an old maid. Yet a chance encounter with a
stranger in the orchard awakens her to a new world of
sensation and possibility After weeks away, Geordie
Buchanan returns to find his home swarming with
potential brides, thanks to his loving but interfering
family. But one lass in particular draws his attention
from the moment he spies her climbing a tree. Lady
Dwyn is not nearly as plain as she thinks. Her lush
figure and eager kisses delight him, as does her
honesty. But the real test lies ahead: eliminating a
hidden enemy, so that he and Dwyn can seal their
Highland passion with a vow.
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A Quick Bite
New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands
brings the heat in this new Argeneau novel, as one
woman is rescued by an irresistible immortal …
“Vampires” When Raffaele Notte pulls a barely
dressed, disoriented woman from the ocean, the last
thing he expects is for her to utter that word. The
immortal has come to the island resort to help his
cousin, but now, it seems, there are rogue vampires
dining on unsuspecting tourists. And he soon realizes
that not only is Jess a target, she’s also the life mate
he’s been waiting for… Vampires are real. Jess
would’ve never believed it until she saw them with
her own eyes. She knows she has to get off the island,
and her gallant rescuer has offered to help. There’s
something about Raffaele that’s unlike any man she
has ever met, and his touch sends pleasure through
her that is beyond all imagining. But when Jess
discovers who he really is, will she risk life as she
knows it for a chance of forever by his side?

Under a Vampire Moon
In a sizzling new Argeneau novel from New York
Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands, a gorgeous
mortal encounters his greatest temptation… For
almost two centuries, Ildaria Garcia has been on the
run, a trouble magnet with a knack for taking down
bad guys. Lately, her vigilante tendencies have drawn
unwelcome attention to her fellow Immortals. Forced
to relocate, Ildaria is supposed to lay low in a new
town. Instead, she quickly entangles herself with six
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and a half feet of muscular, tattooed trouble. Joshua
James Simpson Guiscard, aka G.G., knows a lot about
Immortals—enough to make him wary. Yet from the
moment Ildaria walks into his club, he feels desire
stronger than anything he’s known. Accepting the fact
that they might be life mates is disconcerting. But
when her past catches up to them, G.G. faces a
choice—confront his demons at last, or lose a passion
that’s hot as hell.

The Wrong Highlander
Return to the wild beauty of Scotland in The Key, a
classic historical romance novel from New York Times
bestselling author Lynsay Sands. Married to a barbaric
laird in order to escape a worse fate, Iliana Wildwood
is determined to remain a chaste wifeuntil her warrior
husband plunders the marriage bed, awakening her to
pleasures she's never known before! If you love the
quirky, loveable heroines of Julie Garwood's historical
romances, then you’re going to love award-winning
author Lynsay Sands. Featuring Sands's trademark
humor and sexy alpha hero, The Key is a sensual
historical romance you won't want to miss!

The Rogue Hunter
“You can’t help but fall in love with Lynsay Sands!”
—Christina Dodd Lynsay Sands knows what romance
readers want: love stories that are thrilling, sexy, and
fun—whether they concern the amorous affairs of
English lords and ladies of the Regency ton, the lairds
and lasses of the Scottish Highlands, or the more
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contemporary vampires of the Argeneau family. In the
incomparable Lynsay’s historical romance classic,
What She Wants, a Scottish knight finds himself at
wit’s end trying to figure out how to win the heart of
the fair, if equally hard-headed, lass he is determined
to marry. Everyone who enjoys the novels of Julie
Garwood and Jill Barnett will be delighted to discover
What She Wants…and will be enchanted by Lynsay
Sands’s humor, passion, and storytelling magic.

The Switch
In a spellbinding new Highlands story from New York
Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands, the laird of
the Buchanans finds the one woman who is his equal
in passion and courage Aulay Buchanan has retreated
to his clan’s hunting lodge for a few days of
relaxation. But the raven-haired beauty he pulls from
the ocean puts an end to any chance of rest. Though
he christens her Jetta, she knows nothing of her real
identity, save that someone is trying to kill her. As she
recovers, it will not be easy for Aulay to protect her
and keep her honor intact when she mistakenly
believes they are man and wife… Jetta sees beyond
Aulay’s scars to the brave, loyal warrior she’s proud
to call her own. But as the attempts on her life grow
more brazen, Jetta realizes that not all is as she
believes. And if Aulay is not her husband, can she
trust the desire flaring in his eyes, or his promise to
defend her with his life?

Bite Me If You Can
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That hot guy tied to Lissianna Argeneau's bed? He's
not dessert—he's the main course! Lissianna has
been spending her centuries pining for Mr. Right, not
just a quick snack, and this sexy guy she finds in her
bed looks like he might be a candidate. But there's
another, more pressing issue: her tendency to faint at
the sight of blood…an especially annoying quirk for a
vampire. Of course it doesn't hurt that this man has a
delicious-looking neck. What kind of cold-blooded
vampire woman could resist a bite of that? Dr.
Gregory Hewitt recovers from the shock of waking up
in a stranger's bedroom pretty quickly—once he sees
a gorgeous woman about to treat him to a wild night
of passion. But is it possible for the good doctor to
find true love with a vampire vixen, or will he be just a
good meal? That's a question Dr. Greg might be
willing to sink his teeth into…if he can just get
Lissianna to bite.

The Eternal Highlander
“Lynsay Sands spins a funny, laughable tale.” —Eloisa
James on Taming the Highland Bride Adrian Montfort,
Earl of Mowbray, had been warned that Lady Clarissa
Crambray was dangerous. From stomping on toes to
setting wigs on fire, the stunning beauty was clearly a
force to be reckoned with. Still, he’s in need of a wife
and is sure he can handle one woman and her
“unfortunate past.” Intrigued by the mysterious vixen,
he soon discovers he’s greatly underestimated the
lady… Clarissa would like to find a husband, but
perhaps not as much as her stepmother would like
one for her. The woman has forbidden Clarissa from
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wearing her spectacles so she can look prettier, but
how is she to see her potential suitors? Besides, she’s
already caused enough mayhem to earn a rather
horrible nickname. Just when she is about to give up
hope of anyone asking her to dance, a man comes to
lead her to the dance floor…a dark, handsome blur of
a man.

Vampires Are Forever
Inez Urso is beginning to have her doubts. Her
business associate Thomas Argeneau has some
interesting traits, like an allergic reaction to the sun,
excellent night vision, and not much of an appetite for
food. And to top it all off, he just tried to bite her neck
. . . but maybe that was a sign of passion. If so, she'd
be happy to experience more, despite her
determination not to mix business with pleasure. Well,
if not forever, at least two hundred years. Inez is the
most beautiful woman he's seen in centuries. Those
luscious lips, seductive curves, and her elegant neck .
. . he just couldn't resist the temptation of one little
bite. Now Thomas will do anything to convince her
that only an immortal like him can satisfy her all night
long . . .

Bitten By Cupid
New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands
returns with the unforgettable story of a reluctant
bride and groom who soon find common ground in the
bedroom . . . Bastard daughter to the king,
Rosamunde was raised in a convent and wholly
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prepared to take the veil . . . until King Henry
declared she would wed Aric, one of his most valiant
knights. Suddenly she found herself promising to love,
honor, and obey. Rosamunde's education had not
covered a wedding night, but the handsome warrior
she was now bound to seemed intent on giving her a
lesson in the art of pleasure. In no time, Aric was
certain she would surrender to the irresistible passion
he promised. And while Rosamunde's spirited nature
often put her at odds with her new husband, his
mastery in seduction was quickly melting her
resolve—and capturing her heart.

Vampires Like It Hot
Once Bitten . . . One minute Leigh is walking home in
the early hours of the morning, and the next a
vampire is sinking his teeth into her neck. Turns out it
was a rogue vampire marked for termination, but it
does Leigh little good because the damage's already
been done. She's become one of them. Lucian
Argeneau, hunter of rogue vampires, has been alive
for over two thousand years, and there's very little to
excite him anymore. Food has become tasteless, sex
is ordinary. Then Leigh drops into his life. Suddenly he
finds himself craving coffee . . . and imagining the
sassy brunette atop the black satin sheets on his nice
big bed. It's Lucian's job now to enlighten Leigh on the
inner workings of being immortal . . . and tutoring her
is igniting a fire in him that hasn't burned in centuries.
But until they stop a renegade bloodsucker from
destroying the human race, passion will have to wait!
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The Immortal Hunter
Take a road trip with the undead . . . in this latest in
the Argeneau series by New York Times bestselling
author Lynsay Sands For Basha Argeneau, anything is
better than facing her estranged family. Even hiding
out in sweltering southern California. But when a sexy
immortal in black shows up determined to bring her
back to the clan, she'll do anything to keep far, far
away from the past she can't outrun. Marcus Notte
isn't here to play games—especially not with someone
as crazy as the infamous blonde. Asked by Lucian
Argeneau to bring her back for questioning, Marcus is
determined to carry out Lucian's request—no matter
how the seductive little mind-reading vamp feels
about it. Basha doesn't mind fighting fire with fire,
especially with a hot immortal involved. But if he
wants to take her away, he'll have to catch her first . .
.

The Countess
A laird’s daughter kidnaps a Highlander—and loses
her heart… in New York Times bestselling author
Lynsay Sands’ new historical romance Lady Evina
Maclean has heard much about Rory Buchanan’s skill
as a healer. What she hasn’t heard is how good the
brawny Highlander looks bathing in a waterfall. But
Evina can’t afford the distraction, for her ailing father
urgently needs care. Only when she’s rendered
Buchanan unconscious and dragged him back to her
family’s castle does the truth emerge—it’s not Rory
she’s kidnapped but his brother Conran. Other ladies
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try to ensnare Conran with flattery. Evina hits him
over the head with the hilt of her sword to save her
kin—and Conran likes the spirited redhead all the
more for it. He’s learned enough from his brother to
heal Evina’s father, but there are other dangers
swirling around the Maclean clan. And while the
beautiful, independent lady has sworn not to marry,
this wrong Highlander may be just the right man for
her.

Bliss
From New York Times bestselling author of The
Husband Hunt, The Heiress, and other beloved
historical romances, comes Lynsay Sands’s An English
Bride in Scotland, the first book in a new series set in
the wilds of the Highlands. Annabel had planned to
become a nun. But when her mother arrives at the
Abbey to bring her home to marry a Scottish
laird—her runaway sister’s intended husband—her life
takes a decidedly different turn. And though Annabel
isn’t the wife he’d planned for, strong, sexy Ross
McKay is taken with his shy, sweet bride. Annabel
knows nothing about being a wife, running a
castle—or the marriage bed. But her handsome new
husband makes her want to learn. When Annabel’s
life is threatened, Ross vows to move the highlands
itself to save her and preserve the passion that’s only
beginning to bloom.

The Accidental Vampire
No one blends humor and sensuality like New York
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Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands in this
captivating story of feuding nobles forced to
marry…and destined to fall in love Love thy neighbor,
’tis said. A fine idea, except when the neighbor in
question is Lord Holden. Lady Helen Tiernay has
complained frequently about his treatment of his
people. Too frequently perhaps, for the king intends
to curb their constant bickering by ordering them to
wed. Helen can’t refuse a royal decree, but she’ll do
everything possible to drive away her devilishly
attractive husband-to-be. Holden has faced all
manner of horrors on the battlefield. But marriage to
“the tyrant of Tiernay” is still a worrying
prospect—until he glimpses Helen in the flesh. What
flesh it is…soft, lush, made for his touch. If she
weren’t so intent on thinking up devious ways to
prevent consummating their bond, Helen would see
how perfect they are together, and that a marriage
begun as enemies can turn to absolute pleasure.

Vampire Most Wanted
Nothing compares to the physical chemistry between
an immortal and his life mate—or to the spellbinding
thrills in a new Argeneau novel by New York Times
bestselling author Lynsay Sands… A simple promise
to protect her friend’s infant son has turned Allie
Chambers’ existence upside down. Caring for—and
feeding—an orphaned vampire baby has been tricky
enough. But as little Liam grows, so does his appetite.
He needs more blood than she can personally supply.
And when her attempts to steal from a blood bank go
awry, Allie wakes up surrounded by doctors,
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cops…and the gorgeous, mesmerizing Magnus, who
she can neither trust nor resist. Magnus never
expected to find his life mate breaking into a blood
bank. Clearly, Allie is already entwined with his
world—in deeper, more dangerous ways than she
realizes. A band of vicious rogue immortals is in
pursuit, and Magnus’ first task is to keep her safe. His
second: to awaken her to mind-blowing pleasure, and
hope she’ll accept the life, and the passion, that only
he can offer.

What She Wants
“Lynsay Sands writes books that keep readers coming
back for more.” —Katie MacAlister, USA Today
bestselling author of Sex, Lies, and Vampires Lynsay
Sands, the nationally bestselling author of the
Argeneau/Rogue Hunter vampire series, is one of the
superstars of paranormal romance. Her latest
Argeneau novel, Under a Vampire Moon, features a
recently single, romantically-wary mortal who
encounters a gorgeous vampire male waiting for her
on a pristine Caribbean beach. Under a Vampire Moon
is a treat for fans of Charlaine Harris and her Sookie
Stackhouse novels—for anyone, in fact, who
appreciates a good island romance between a hot
blooded human and a love-hungry immortal.

A Bite to Remember
“Take a bite into fresh, fun vampire comedy…read
Lynsay Sands.” —Carly Phillips Nobody does vampire
romance quite like Lynsay Sands! Tall, Dark & Hungry
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is the fourth book in her insanely popular Argeneau
vampire series—and she brilliantly blends laughter
with steamy passion in this story about a British lass
who falls hard for a tasty immortal in-law she meets
when she crosses the ocean to attend a cousin’s New
York wedding. Paranormal romance is hot, hot, hot!
And Lynsay Sands is not only one of the pioneer
authors of this subgenre…she’s one of the very best!

To Marry a Scottish Laird
Rule #1: Never get involved with someone who won't
be there for you when the sun comes up. Once bitten,
twice shy, and sexy PI Jackie Morrisey wasn't going
there again. Vincent Argeneau may be the hottest
guy she's ever met, living or dead, but she's here to
stop a killer from turning this vampire into dust, not to
jump into bed with him. Rule #2: Never kiss a
vampire . . . it can be a pain in the neck. Okay, so
Vincent's had four hundred years to perfect his
kissing skills, and he does look rather tempting when
he runs around the house shirtless. He's also
charming, protective . . . did we mention he can kiss?
Jackie needs to be on her guard, or else she'll have to
come up with a new rule: If you're going to fall in love
with a vampire, make sure it's a bite to remember.

Always
“Sands writes books that keep readers coming back
for more.” Katie MacAlister, author of A Girl’s Guide to
Vampires In the world of the sexy and seductive
Argeneau family of vampires, true love is good from
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the first bite to the last. Love Bites is a classic from
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Lynsay Sands, the second volume in her much
beloved Argeneau series—the story of an achingly hot
three hundred year-old bachelor immortal and the
beautiful coroner he chooses as his lifemate.
Paranormal romance just doesn’t get any tastier than
this!

Immortal Nights
They call him the Devil . . . He is the most notorious
laird of Scotland: fierce, cold, deadly . . . and maybe
even worse. Yet Evelinde has just agreed to wed him.
Anything, she thinks, is better than her cruel
stepmother. Though Evelinde should be wary of the
rumors, she can't help but be drawn to this warrior . .
. for the Devil of the Highlands inspires a heat within
her that is unlike anything she has ever known. They
may call him whatever they wish, but Cullen, Laird of
Donnachaidh, cares only for the future of his clan. He
must find a wife, a woman to bear him sons and heed
his commands. He has no need for beauty or grace,
but one taste of his lovely bride's sweet lips and the
sultry feel of her skin arouse an untamed passion.
Perhaps there's more to marriage than he thought . . .

The Perfect Wife
“Clever, steamy…[with] a deliciously wicked sense of
humor that readers will gobble up.” —Katie MacAlister
Readers simply can’t get their fill of bestselling author
Lynsay Sands’s paranormal romance series featuring
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the Argeneau family of vampires—and Hungry for You
is another satisfying feast of sizzling passion and
winning humor. Fans of Charlaine Harris and her
Sookie Stackhouse books will eat up Sands’s Hungry
for You, the story of an ancient immortal
masquerading as a chef to get closer to the
intoxicating restaurateur who just might be the
lifemate the lonely vampire has been searching for for
centuries.

The Heiress
New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands
welcomes readers back to the Scottish Highlands,
where a gallant warrior vows to protect a beautiful
runaway . . . Lady Murine Carmichael has known her
share of bad luck. But when her debt-ridden half
brother tries to sell her off in exchange for a few
Scottish horses, it’s the final straw. If keeping her
freedom means escaping through harsh countryside
alone, so be it. She has barely begun her journey
when she lands an unlikely escort—the brawny
Highlander who just refused to buy her virtue. Dougall
Buchanan was disgusted by Lord Danvries’ shameful
offer, but Murine tempts him beyond measure. Even
bedraggled and dusty, the lass glows with beauty and
bravery. Dougall wants to do more than just help her
flee. He wants to protect her—with his life and his
heart—if she’ll only let him. For Murine may be
pursued by a powerful foe, but nothing compares to
the fiery courage of a Highlander in love.

Immortal Born
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This holiday season, two of today’s most popular
paranormal authors invite you into their
worlds—where creatures are always stirring . . . and
no one sleeps through the night.

Hungry For You
IN A SIZZLING NEW ARGENEAU NOVEL FROM NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR LYNSAY SANDS,
AN IMPULSIVE RESCUE PAIRS A SEXY IMMORTAL WITH
THE WOMAN MADE TO BE HIS FOR ETERNITY Abigail
Forsythe’s life hasn’t been easy lately. Still, if there’s
one thing guaranteed to take her mind off an empty
bank account and abandoned dreams, it’s a naked
man locked in a plane’s cargo hold. A very big,
incredibly gorgeous naked man. And when instinct
prompts her to free him, Abigail must rely on this
stranger for survival . . . a stranger who leaves her
thrumming with need every time they touch. Tomasso
Notte knows he’s found his life mate in Abigail. Now
he just has to hold on to her. They’re miles from
civilization, hunted by his kidnappers. Abigail has no
idea of Tomasso’s abilities, or of how intensely
pleasurable their unique connection can be. But he’s
about to show her, beginning with one wild, hot,
immortal night . . .
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